Drivers of higher professional standards in Canada

This article is the second in a four-part series examining the possible drivers setting the standards higher for both the current workforce and the students representing our future.

**Part 2 of 4**

**Part 2: Changes for the Education System**

Canada has experienced a significant economic revolution since the Second World War, spurred by large ideological shifts in concepts such as globalization, prosperity, technology, health science, and cultural openness. Examining the workforce change from the 1950s to present day, our transformation can be viewed through the movement of manual labour positions (e.g., historical forms of millwork and farming) to new employment areas requiring sophisticated education in realms of science, digital technologies, creative content, advanced manufacturing and resource extraction.

The number of students attending university has risen in the last 35 years to 30%.

Occupations requiring college education or apprenticeship training are the most prevalent group in today’s workforce, accounting for approximately one-third of those able to work.
With this change grew a divide between academic availability (programs and seats) and job market characteristics. The risk being that “[educational] institutions may be the most important public institutions in Canada to ensure a vibrant and robust quality of life and economy,” as described in a report published by the Higher Education Quality Council of Ontario (HEQCO). In all provinces, it was found that post-secondary education positively correlated with labour market success, individual earnings, citizen engagement, and contributions to the economy. The mismatch, however, can be highlighted in the Parliamentary Budget Officer’s estimates that the proportion of over-qualified working university graduates (aged 25 to 34) has been on an upward trend since the early 1990s, reaching 40% in 2014. The rate of over-qualification for recent college graduates remains roughly equivalent to the mid-1990s at 34% in 2014, a consistently high value.

The divide has been driven by a multitude of well-intended but misdirected priorities from parents, students and governments with minimal involvement or direction from the Canadian business community. HEQCO President Harvey Weingarten explains that “…trying to make all institutions to be all things to all people…offers less real choice to students, threatens rather than strengthens the unique contributions and qualities of each of our institutions and is simply not affordable for either students or taxpayers.” By understanding and prioritizing driving influencers of demand and supply, academic institutions can start to realign themselves and strengthen the bridge.

Let us take a moment to consider the upcoming themes as opportunity for disruptive innovation, “a process by which a product or service takes root initially in simple applications at the bottom of a market and then relentlessly moves up market, eventually displacing established competitors.” In plain language, disruptive innovation respectfully acknowledges the status quo in the academic setting but strives for the creation of something different through incremental change. It seeks to design a product/service according to the consumer’s perspective (e.g., students and employment market) versus the providers (e.g., parents and government). “By its very nature, disruptive innovation provokes organizational, professional, and cultural controversy,” but it can drive greater resource and fiscal efficiency while satiating consumers. The academic health centre’s mission of education, clinical care and research is “ripe for disruption” according to experts, as it is threatened by decreasing revenues and increasing expenses. The same can be argued for the academic arena considering the reduction of public funding to approximately half of post-secondary education institutions’ operating budgets today, a decrease of more than 90% since the 1960s.

The divide has been driven by a multitude of well-intended but misdirected priorities from parents, students and governments with minimal involvement or direction from the Canadian business community.

Information Drivers
The creation, acquisition and evaluation of MLSP content by educational institutions has increased in depth and breadth. It showcases the strength of the programs across time as well as the increased expectations of students for entry into the workforce.

Creation: Health science curricula are targeted to meet current competency requirements of given professions. Achieving the balance between concrete information and the plasticity of new knowledge is vital for academic institutions to maintain relevancy. This tightrope is difficult to walk given the velocity of discoveries and the security required to ensure evidence-based syllabi. Nonetheless, the system is in constant motion and does not wait for institutions to catch up. For example, based on new evidence or guidelines, more than 20% of core information guiding clinical practice will change within one year. Academic medicine is experiencing a doubling of medical information almost every five years and laboratory technology is changing at a rapid speed. The creation and integration of new knowledge within MLSPs has transformed from on-the-job training to a breadth and depth that requires higher education as noted around the world. Traditional program information is trending into new territories for future competence evaluation (formal or informal). From the Norwegian perspective, biomedical laboratory scientists study all of the medical laboratory specialties, but it is expected that there will be a greater demand for individuals with a
specialized background in gene technology, bioinformatics, and the ability to guide and train other health personnel and users for point-of-care devices and self-monitoring. Medical laboratory science programs in Canada have walked the same path and are likely to follow a similar trajectory of continued complexity and novelty within academic curricula.

**Acquisition:** In MLSPs, there is a level of consistency due to biology fundamentals and routine laboratory testing which creates an ease in exposing students to didactic and clinical learning for specific competencies (application of rote memorization). However, teaching to a delimited set of tasks only, it is possible to “risk obsolescence” as new technologies are integrated (e.g., MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry) which is a concept of particular importance to the technology-driven laboratory profession. The potential risk can be demonstrated in 36% of students not demonstrating any significant improvement in learning over four years of U.S. college (various programs) on key measures of critical thinking, complex reasoning and writing. If we teach students adaptive expertise (higher level learning), the ability to both efficiently use past knowledge and experiences to innovatively create new knowledge and ideas in response to novel problems, we can prepare students for greater success in the current climate. Such education models are more prevalent in medicine and nursing, as these professions deal more with direct patient care. However, the application of adaptive expertise training in MLSPs can be seen. As a simple example, laboratory information systems differ across the nation; however, there is a routine and mandatory set of overarching processes to entering information. If we teach to the process logic rather than where the “button” is located, we can enable students to learn more complex adaptive skills. Such mechanisms of teaching can be applied to highly dynamic and complex environments such as the hospital setting during clinical placements. “The key is that how we teach students is probably as, if not more, important than what we teach.”

To a certain extent, programs must be naturally integrating this concept into practice due to the maintained relevance of MLSPs and accreditation continuation. As the profession transforms further into informational leaders taking a more visible role (as discussed in Part 1 of this series), the way in which students acquire knowledge through reformed teaching models will continue to drive the profession forward.

**Evaluation:** There is a general trend in Canada and the United States since the late 1980s for an increase in the number of high grades, referred to as “grade inflation.” Only 1.3% of entering freshmen in a 2006 report were obtaining a C average in high school compared with 8.6% in 1966. Moreover, upon college entry, 60.6% of 26 freshmen in 2006 stated that they expect to earn at least a B average in college compared to only 26.7% in 1967. Demographic considerations such as older students entering college for the first time, parental income steadily increasing among entering freshmen, the increased interest in biological and health science on the rise (mainly women) are generally accounted for in such statistics. Although medical laboratory science program data was not identifiable, it is likely that a similar involuntary trend has existed given the consistency across diverse programs (an area for potential research). Grade inflation does not propel a profession forward though. In fact, it can hamper or mask true growth instead. Nonetheless, it facilitates the importance of evaluation for knowledge, skills, ability and judgement of students and should open discussion from local, provincial and national competency representatives.

**Generational Drivers**

The impact of parental values and expectations coupled with defining generational characteristics have resulted in a student transformation which demands higher quality experience from academic institutions while altering their personal investments from previous generations. Parental investment, emotional and fiscal, has also brought forth an additional dynamism as they are providing greater support for their school-aged children than ever before.

**Student Characteristics:** Students have changed as proven through research and reflections of generational characteristic
Millennial students are better informed, have greater access to immediate information, feel deserving and expect more from others in producing quality experiences. In relation to the academic setting, these new student characteristics promote greater dependence on the education system than in previous years. These students want to be “emotionally supported” during their undergraduate education (as partially demonstrated by the rise of mental health and support initiatives in academic settings) and no longer accept the academic institution as defining the standard but rather feel that they should. However, their demands foster deeper relationships and knowledge acquisition that promote academic achievements and heighten standards. Graduates who reported having at least one professor who made them excited about learning, cared about them and provided mentorship as they pursued their goals, had more than double the chance of having a positive personal life and feeling engaged in their work. The current student who also thirsts for and thrives on experiential or deep learning such as term-long projects, research experience in a lab, experiencing mentored internships or community-based projects is twice as likely to be engaged in work. MLSPs are shifting to new education models that foster such requirements. In response, the driver produces students with hard skill acquisition but also important, greater soft skills acquisition, the more valued trait required by employers.

Parental Characteristics: As Generation X sees their children go through higher education programs, the work ethic and values they have are superimposed on their child’s experience in school. Gen Xers want structure and direction but are sceptical. They see work as a difficult challenge and as a result are expecting the same experience for their children. With a leadership style of asking “why” and valuing entrepreneurial interactions, they want to ensure their children succeed in a manner that is unprecedented in previous generations. In fact, parental expectations for children are a viable predictor of post-secondary aspirations in children. The extent and form of parental involvement is strongly influenced by family social class, maternal level of education, material deprivation, maternal psycho-social health and single parent status.

Also, the higher the level of academic attainment by students, the more parents get involved. Given the rise of students entering MLSPs with prior degrees, it can be speculated that parents are greatly involved in the academic settings more and more, in line with general trends. In addition, there is an increase in parents providing funding and accommodations (pre, peri and post-schooling), increasing their investment in their children’s education outcome. As an example, 42% of Canadians under 30 years old still live in their parents’ home and is projected to continue rising, which is a substantial increase from 15% in 1981. From 1990 to 2014, the national average tuition fee has seen an inflation-adjusted increase of more than 155%. All characteristics combined result in parental expectations and pressure that academic programs provide value and future prosperity for their students to repay for their sacrifices.

Conclusion
The education by MLSPs today is increasingly superior to times before, as key information and generational drivers contribute to shape the pathway forward, in addition to employer and government expectations. Supported by educators and administration, educational redesign using futurist models must continue with an understanding of the changing professional identity and needs of the health care system. An alignment between these realms is imperative moving forward.
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